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A SIMPLE MODEL TO TEST EQUAL CATCHABILITY OF MARKED 
AND UNMARKED ANIMALS IN CAPTURE:-RECAPTURE STUDIES 
In capture-recapture studies it is generally assumed that both tagged and untagged 
ones have equal catch ability, No test however is available to verify this assumption. 
Rickerl has enumerated the effects of tagging and noted that these effects will in general 
be hard t,o detect. Darroch2 has pointed out the absence of such a test and stated "we 
hope to fill this gap at a later date". But it appears that this has not been done so far. 
Seber3 has also remarked the absence of such tests in general in concluding chapter of his 
remarkable book. Here we shall indicate a model, to detect the differential catchability. 
When the population is 'closed' a model similar to that considered by Darroch4 and 
Seber3 is shown to give the required test. Let us consider 'n' coins, the outcome of each 
is independent of the rest. Let Sl and F 1 denote the events of appearance of head and tail 
respectively in each coin in the first experiment. Similarly S2 and F2 denote that of head 
and tail respectively in each coin for the same .'n' coins in the second experiment. 
Let P (S])=p ; P (F])=q; P (Sz/S])=pl; P (S2/F])=P; P (F2/S])=ql and P (F2/F])=q 
for each coin. Then P (SIF2)= pql; P (SIS2)=ppl; P (F]F2)=q2 and P (FIS2)=qp for 
each coin where O::(p, pl::(1 <I> and p+q=pl+ql= 1. The out come of tossing each of 'n' 
coins twice will result in one of the four mutually exclusive and exhaustive groups viz.-SIF2 ; 
S]S2; F]F2 and F lS2 • Let the number of coins falling in SIF2 be denoted by n (SlF2)=n21' 
Similarly n(S]SZ)=n22 ;n(FIF2)=n23 and n(F]S2)=n24' Then the probability of getting 
such n2] (i= 1, 2, 3, 4) is n 1 4 n2] 
-4- If P2i (I) 
- 1l- n2]1 i= 1 
i=d 
Where P21=pq]; P 22=Ppl ; P23= q2 and PZ4=qp. 
Now this model can be extended to a population of 'n' animals where the number of 
success in the first experiment is the number of animals tagged and pI and p are the 
probabilities of catching a tagged and untagged one respectively in the second experiment. 
The process of catching remains the same in both the experiments so that difference in 
probability of an animal being caught lies only in whether that animal is tagged or not 
and not in the process. 
Let Tbe the total number tagged, in other words the catch in the first experiment. 
Hence T=n21+n22' Let C be the catch in the second experiment consisting t tagged 
animals and u untagged ones. Then C=n22+n24 ; t=n22 and u=n24' 
1\ A 
Considering (1) the moments as well as mximum likelihood gives pl=t/T and p=Tjn 
u T+u 
or -m or 2- '-n - ! n- ,. 
It can be seen whether 
1\ U T+u 
p- T/o or n~T -or 2n - T. 
\ 
202 
~ 
n=T2/(T-u) provided T>u 
A 
= nl ( say) (2. ) 
I I 
This follows from E (T) E (U) E (u)=n where U=n-T. When p=pl the Peterson 
A A A ~ A A 
estimate is obtained andn=T.C/ _ nil (say). Now nt).nj when T>C and " l>nZ when 
T < C <: T+t. 
La.rge samp,le hst = To test equal. ca,tchabUity amounts ta testing P==P~, A sitnpJe 
I I 
test that immediately comes to our mind is to test P21=P24. The statistic to be used for 
the test is (n21-n24) whose variance V (say) is <P n(P21 q21+P24 Q24+2P21 P24). Hence under 
null pypothosis t= (n21 - n24) is N (0.1) 
1? 
1/ II It ,.;. It. It 
or flltge n wher V=n'l(~~ q~I+P Ii QU + 2PlIl P:],L • 
Let us take up the data, from Table 4.5 pp 144, considered by Seber (op . cit.) which 
satisfies the required conditions for the above model in that the population is 'closed' and 
the process of catching remains the same in both the experiments. In his notation n1= 109. 
,II IA 
nm-' 133nd m2 15. 'n our· notation 021=94, n~r=15. n ~-1J8. Hento 0.-920; p~ =94' 
I .. A 
920; P24 =1I8/920; V=211.37andt=1.65. Here equal catchability is not ruled out at 
5% level of significance. 
I I I , 
Let Y=n.l+n .. , x=n 21 and p=P21 /(P2I +P2,)' Thus from Seber p.I6, P (x/y)=(Y) 
r I I 
pX(l-p)Y-x . Testing P21 =P2< implies testing P=1. From the above example y=212, 
94 
x=94 and p= - 212' Referring to Binomical tables the observed value of p is not 
significa~tly different from t at 5% significance level. 
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